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„The individuall and most charming 5-star hotel in Kitzbühel“
The estate is located on an elevated at the foot of the Kitzbüheler Horn Mountain with a
breathtaking view to the inner city of Kitzbühel and the surrounding mountains. As a
member of the hotel association Relais & Chateaux, the Tennerhof is one of the most
exclusive hotels of the world.
Sophisticated Hospitality
These two words accurately describe the character of the Relais & Châteaux Hotel
Tennerhof, as the long tradition of the former farmer manor goes back to the year 1679.
The property “Tenner” changed hands in 1929, and has been owned by the Pasquali von
Campostellato family ever since. Our guests have enjoyed our privileged location on the
elevated plateau above the rooftops of Kitzbühel for more than 80 years. Here at the
Tennerhof modern times meet the history of centuries past, and regardless of new trends,
this is how it should remain. Because we believe, that only the deep roots of history will
give you wings for the future.
Due to our ideal location, you can experience the bustling Kitzbühel and after that retrieve
to your oases at the Tennerhof to enjoy your holiday to the fullest. As passionate hosts, we
offer with our only 39 rooms and suites at the Tennerhof and 9 apartments at the country
estate Römerhof a familiar atmosphere and can therefore attend to your wishes and
wellbeing during your stay personally. There are also 3 Tennerhof Luxury Chalets, vis-à-vis
from Tennerhof, with “Digital Detox”-Service.
Your home away from home
A place with authentic personality, while in tune with your wants and needs when it comes
to size and amenities. Elegant and traditional luxury, combined with modern comforts.
Intimate charm and private atmosphere. At the Relais & Châteaux Tennerhof Gourmet &
Spa de Charme Hotel, no room is decorated the same – each and every room is
individually furnished and timelessly beautiful. Family antiques harmonize with the chosen
fabrics, and the lovingly arranged details make the rooms and suites livable and give them
an exclusive ambiance.
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Culinary bliss
Every menu is an exquisite and delightful taste experience, accompanied by fine bottles
from our wine cellar, and presented with award winning service. Our gourmet restaurant
“Kupferstube” in the Tennerhof has been listed among Austria’s best restaurants for
decades. A romantic dinner on our patio lets you enjoy culinary bliss and the breathtaking
panoramic views. Chef de Cuisine Johannes Denk and his creative kitchen staff are
awarded with three prestigious Gault Millau toques. They are continuing 30-years tradition
of award-winning cuisine.
Spa de Charme
Relax above the rooftops of Kitzbühel at the Tennerhof spa. Our Spa de Charme, member
of Leading Spa Resorts, profits from the interplay of four elements that combine to create
a dignified ambiance. The swimming and whirlpool stand for water, while the hot Finnish
sauna symbolizes fire. Our relaxing spa and massage treatments embody the earth and
the tingling, crisp atmosphere at our outdoor pool, surrounded by a garden and ancient
fruit trees, represents the Alpine air. A holistic spa experience includes rejuvenating beauty
and massage treatments, relaxation zones, and the panoramic-quiet and Silent Sole
rooms. Take a deep breath, immerse yourself in Tennerhof Spa de Charme experience,
and emerge fresh, relaxed and renewed. The Spa de Charme is the proud winner of the
Leading Spa Award 2018!
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